Abstract. This article argues that the red-ocher paintings (pictographs) in Coast Salish Tsleil-Waututh territory in Indian Arm, British Columbia, were made around the time of contact in specific response to demographic collapse caused by smallpox. Tsleil-Waututh people selected fifteen distinctive geological features along the shoreline of Indian Arm for marking. It is suggested that these locations were highly significant places to past Tsleil-Waututh people because they were physical embodiments of oral traditions (sxwoxwyiam) and associated with underwater-dwelling supernatural creatures (stl'aleqem). Relying on local oral traditions, regional archaeology, and local ethnographies, the article argues that these specific locations had very ancient roots in Tsleil-Waututh history but were marked in the early contact period with red paint by TsleilWaututh ritualists (shxwla:m, "Indian Doctor"). They did this to connect with supernatural powers in these locations, to preserve oral histories associated with them, and thus to contribute to the demographic revitalization of the TsleilWaututh people. The article contends that Tsleil-Waututh rock painting is not an essentialized cultural practice but a historically contingent one -a reflection of specific events.
Introduction
In this article we consider a historicized, noninterpretive approach to TsleilWaututh indigenous rock painting (xela:ls) in Indian Arm (Tsleil-Wat) that regards rock painting as a material signature of practice that is the result of historical events. Because of the direct historical and cultural continuity of oral histories and practices, it is possible to anchor a study of rock art in Coast Salish cultural traditions of sxwoxwiyam (places and origin stories) and snuwyulh, which are both the cultural teachings and the practices (table 1; fig. 1 ). Many of the specific stories associated with rock art sites disappeared with the victims of eighteenth-century epidemics and later colonial institutions. Other stories remain guarded within the descendant community. Continuity of cultural practices associated with the use of tumulh (red-ocher-based paint), oral traditions and archaeological studies of rock art sites in neighboring territories suggest that most if not all of the rock painting in Indian Arm was produced and is historically situated in the early contact era of demographic collapse between, approximately, AD 1782 and 1858.
While rock art research in the Salishan-speaking area of British Columbia and Washington State draws heavily on a rich ethnographic record regarding the production of rock art (Boreson 1974; Hill and Hill 1974; Keyser 1992; Keyser, Poetschat, and Taylor 2006; Keyser and Whitley 2006; Gjessing 1952; Lundy 1972 Lundy , 1974 Peterson 1990) , with few exceptions (see Brown 1994; Cash Cash 2006; York, Daly, and Arnett 1993) , interpretation is rarely framed within indigenous epistemologies. North American rock art studies generally rely on an interpretive approach that privileges the imagery of the paintings to create typologies, which are then compared to the ethnographic record or used to support deductive or inductive theory (Keyser, Poetschat, and Taylor 2006: 2-8 ; Keyser and Whitley 2006; Lundy 1974: 295-317) . However, as many have demonstrated, nonindigenous typologies are inappropriate as they do not replicate indigenous understanding (Bednarik 2007: 153-65; H. Harris 2006: 23-31; MacIntosh 1977: 191-97; Wobst 2006: 18-20) . In other words, they lack the all-important local cultural, spatial, and temporal context. Rock art research inside the territories and institutions of descendent Coast Salish people, on the other hand, allows access to local knowledge of place and cultural practices to better contextualize purposeful, culturally prescribed things such as rock paintings. Because of its spiritual component, the interpretation of specific rock art imagery is generally kept secret by the descendant community, but the material signatures of practice (the paintings and other archaeological traces) and the cultural and historical context of production are accessible to outsiders. By situating Tsleil-Waututh rock painting in its cultural and historical context, it is possible to focus on the implications of a locally based cultural practice as opposed to interpretations based on prior assumptions of meaning. Doing so involves a triangulation of disciplinary methodologies and interdisciplinary frameworks that do not distinguish between Coast Salish ideas of places as social entities (Bierwert 1999: 62-71; Mohs 1987: 75) and painting as a historically contingent cultural activity or practice -in this instance, in response to demographic collapse.
Cultural Context
Tsleil-Waututh are a Halkomelem (Hunq'imnum)-speaking Coast Salish group closely related to other groups living on and around the Lower Fraser River and Vancouver Island (Suttles 1990) . Their ancestral home is Burrard Inlet and Indian Arm, which is known as Tsleil-Wat (a single Tsleil-Waututh person ; Carter 1966: 5; Mathews 1932 Mathews , 1955 , or as both the place where the Tsleil-Waututh were created and the place where their ancestors have always lived (George 1997 (George : 1465 George : 2701 .
Prior to contact, there were upward of a dozen Tsleil-Waututh villages along the shores of Burrard Inlet and Indian Arm (Morin 2015: 189-210) . This was an area of dense settlement, with adjacent villages typically spaced about one to three kilometers apart. A few centuries prior to contact (1791), this region was populated by perhaps thousands of Tsleil-Waututh people in several simultaneously occupied villages. Many of these ancestral TsleilWaututh villages are well-documented archaeological sites, such as Tum-tumay-whueton, Whey-ah-wichen, Say-umiton, and Say-mah-mit (see fig. 1 ; Morin 2015: 189-221; Lepofsky, Trost, and Morin 2007: 193-95) . Several of these villages have occupations spanning at least three thousand years, and in the centuries prior to contact (AD 1500-1770), most were occupied approximately contemporaneously (Morin 2015: 221) . This dense population was based on efficient utilization of the rich marine, intertidal, and riverine resources of the region (Pierson 2011; Suttles 1951 Suttles , 1968 Suttles , 1990 Trost 2005) .
Tsleil-Waututh families seasonally relocated throughout and beyond Burrard Inlet as part of a yearly round of resource access essential to their economy. For ancestral Tsleil-Waututh, such seasonal relocations included a spring shift to outer Burrard Inlet for herring and smelt or to the Fraser River for eulachon, a late summer shift to the Fraser River for sockeye salmon, and a fall shift to Indian River (Inlailawatash) for chum salmon (Morin 2015: 294-316) . This seasonal round would have involved many TsleilWaututh families traveling by canoe up and down Indian Arm (figs. 2 and 3).
Indian Arm, the northern extension of Burrard Inlet was an important travel corridor to and from the primary Tsleil-Waututh settlements to Inlailawatash at the Indian River estuary. Tsleil-Waututh people would have fished and hunted in Indian Arm, and seasonally families would have paddled their large freight canoes from their settlements up Indian Arm to Inlailawatash. There, they would harvest and smoke hundreds of chum salmon and harvest other resources, such as deer, elk, ducks, and mountain goat. Additionally, Inlailawatash was one entrance to the interior, as the Indian River valley is linked to the Squamish Valley, and thence to the chain of lakes through Lil'wat territory to the Fraser River at Lillooet. Indian Arm is a steep-walled fjord with few beaches or good canoe landings, and only a few good locations for camps or settlements. Almost all known rock paintings in Indian Arm are easily seen when traveling by canoe along its steep shores (see fig. 3 ).
Rock Painting/Xela:ls
In Hunq'imnum, all rock art, including petroglyphs (carvings) and pictographs (paintings), is designated by the same descriptive term -xela:ls or "writing," an "action oriented naming" closer in meaning to "the act of writing" (Galloway 2009 (Galloway :1668 . This term is not limited to rock art per se but is also used to describe any markings or figurative designs on artifacts, clothing, or bodies (including painting and tattoos). Rock paintings are made with a red-ocher-based paint (tumulh) obtained from quarries, prepared and applied using fingers or brushes and accompanying words Rock Painting / Xela:is of Tsleil-waututh . The rock painting of Indian Arm is similar in style to red-ocher paintings found throughout the Coast and Interiior Salish territories on rock formations along shorelines, rivers, and other trails (Lundy 1974: 50-62; Boreson 1974: 101-2) .
Rock painting is notoriously difficult to date because it appears on a rock surface without an overlaying layer of sediment by which it might be relatively dated accurately. Archaeological deposits at rock art sites can yield dates but not all may be associated with the production of the paintings. In the Pacific Northwest, it is necessary to rely on these and other proxy dating methods -taphonomy and ethnographic texts -to establish a relative age for the paintings. Much of the archaeological and ethnographic data is from the British Columbia Interior Plateau (Arnett 2016: 45-279) .
Archaeological and ethnological research indicates that the majority of paintings visible today throughout the territories of the Coast and Interior Salish were made following knowledge of European presence in the Americas (Arnett 2016: 325-81; Boreson 1974: 114; Gordon 2010; Teit n.d. [1918] : 4)-the so-called historic or protohistoric period of European chronologies. James Teit, an ethnographer with exceptional contacts with Interior Salish people, stated that the majority of Salish rock painting in the British Columbia Interior was said to date specifically between 1818 and 1858 (Teit n.d. [1918] : 4). In some regions of the Pacific Northwest rock painting continued into the early twentieth century (ibid. ; Gjessing 1952: 68-69) . On the Interior Plateau, and possibly along the coast, older paintings were sometimes refreshed with new paint into the 1930s (York, Daly, and Arnett 1993: 267) .
Indian Arm is located in a temperate rainforest and is part of an active coastal geology with granite and other plutonic rocks in constant erosion through mechanical, chemical, and biological weathering, all of which is detrimental to the preservation of the red-ochre paintings found on these rock surfaces (Taylor, Meyers, and Wainwright 1974: 39; Reddy 1989) . Because local geology and ocean levels have been relatively constant for the last few centuries (if not the last two to three millennia), and given the fact that only a few paintings occur at sites where it would be possible to have many more paintings, the indications are that the practice was rare and, we argue, historically contingent. If the practice of rock painting was undertaken continuously for many centuries prior to contact, we would expect to see far more rock paintings, perhaps thousands of them, particularly in light of substantial pre-plague populations. Some of the sites on Indian Arm, many of them massive geological formations, are marked by just a single small painting (see fig. 3 ). A 2013 photographic digital image-enhancing analysis of each rock art site on Indian Arm did not reveal a palimpsest of art that would suggest an ongoing or recurring practice over a long period of time. Similar patterns are noted throughout the Salishan-speaking world (Arnett 2016: 117) . As noted elsewhere in the Salish area (Lundy 1972: 20) , differences in hue and preservation of paint indicate that sites were visited more than once by different painters, but not to a great extent, suggesting a limited duration of time, perhaps a generation or two, for the production of the rock art in these places (see Corner 1968: 17; Arnett 2016: 161-62) .
Drawing on the ethnographic data regarding the production of rock art from the Interior, we suggest that most of the rock art on Indian Arm was also produced from the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century to 1858, during a time of local and regional demographic collapse with all its attendant catastrophes of war and colonization. Although Lundy (1972: 283-94 ) describes the Indian Arm coastal style as an "intrusive Interior style," the similarities are less about stylistic affiliation and more about Salish cultural practices in response to catastrophic events.
The Salish practice of applying red-ochre paint (tumulh) onto geological formations is an ancient practice mentioned in sxwoxwiyam (Transformer/origin stories) from Native people living in the Fraser Valley (Lundy 1972: 20) and the Harrison-Lillooet corridor (Bouchard and Kennedy 1977: 13-16) . In these narratives, the practice is associated directly and indirectly with the activities of Xa:ls, the Transformer, or his/ their Interior Salish equivalents, who in some rare instances marked rock formations according to culturally prescribed practices associated with tumulh. In some accounts Xa:ls makes the actual paintings (Arnett 2016: 239-41; Bouchard and Kennedy 1977: 13-16) , while in other instances he/they create the actual places (or sxwoxwiyam "transformed persons/stories") where people later paint (Elliot 1931: 168; Maud 1978: 138; Teit n.d. [1918] : 3). The paintings represent only a small episode in the long history of the site.
Rock features, particularly cracks, determined the final design (see fig.  5 ). Throughout the Salishan world, there was a deliberate focus by the painters to incorporate into their work or associate with it features of the rock such as cracks and mineral deposits (Arnett 2016: 105-6 ). This suggests an intimate relationship between the physical features of the place and the painter.
Selection of Sites and Perception of Geomorphology
Rock art sites are more than just rock art. The geomorphology (in this case meaning the physical appearance of the geology) has much significance according to Coast Salish ontology (Bierwert 1999: 54-59; Mohs 1987: 72-131) and predates, by thousands of years, the painting that was placed there. In a region where people lived and traveled in significant numbers for millennia, the striking geomorphological features along the Indian Arm waterways, where the pictographs are found, likely all bore names and were the subject of narratives in the past (see Basso 1996; Ritchie 2010: 61) . Indeed, Tsleil-Waututh elders indicate that every rock, nook, and bay of Indian Arm had traditional place names. The paintings, then, verify the locations of culturally significant places that otherwise might have been lost to social memory (Miller 1990: 204n10) .
Because these geological formations were carefully marked with tumulh, they likely represent sxwoxwiyam, or those rocks and rock formations found throughout the Salish world that Salish people consider former people, animals, or other things turned to stone in mythical times, serving to remind future generations of important cultural teachings (snuwyulh) through the stories associated with such places (Carlson 2001: 58-76; McHalsie 2007: 83-85; Mohs 1987) . Large outcrops, glacial erratics, and cliffs can all be sxwoxwiyam. The same word sxwoxwiyam is used to describe the narrative associated with place. Perceived in the Coast Salish worldview as social beings, the formations are sometimes glossed in English as "stone people" (Mohs 1987: 75) . Contemporary Salish people still recall some of these places and the stories associated with them but have forgotten others.
Tsleil-Waututh oral histories and traditions describe a number of geological formations in Indian Arm associated with sxwoxwiyam ( fig. 6 ). Some of these places mark where the two heads of a giant si:lhquey (a powerful serpent-like creature) called Say Nuth Kway (the Tsleil-Waututh name for the powerful serpent of Indian Arm) lay (Wells 1966: 26; George : 2913 Thornton 1966: 171-72) . As Annie George (wife of TsleilWaututh's late Hereditary Chief Sla-holt George) informed the writer Mildred Thornton in the mid-twentieth century, "The Indians will show the rocks on either side of the Inlet which still bear the marks where Scnoki's [Say Nuth Kway's] awful heads were fastened" (Thornton 1966: 167-72) . Another location is recalled in a 1990 interview with the late Tsleil-Waututh elder Herbert (Paddy) George, who identified a place called K'alkalith on the eastern shore of Burrard Inlet, near a creek by the Buntzen Lake Powerhouse, as the "one head of the serpent . . . and it stretched across the inlet" (George 1990: 5; see also Talbot 1952: 2-5) . K'alkalith is a name for a cannibal ogress and underscores the significance of the place as a haunt for powerful beings. All of these accounts are generally situated around eastern Indian Arm and Buntzen Lake. Tsleil-Waututh's former elected chief Leonard George testified to the significance of another unspecified cliff along the shoreline of Indian Arm, which figures prominently in the Tsleil-Waututh origin story with clear references to the importance of such formations in specific cultural practices such as spiritual training:
And so he [the first Tsleil-Waututh person] was going to the cliff where he used to stand and he would always wait until the end of the day there until all of his thoughts had been given to him for that day. And he got there and he was just going to start to talk to the Great Spirit, but the Great Spirit gave him an image of himself, a vision of himself leaping from this cliff down to the water. And he had no reason-he had no knowledge of why he was going to do that, but he knew that if he did it he would receive the answer that he was looking for (George 1997 (George : 1478 .
Cliffs over deep water served a practical purpose, as they still do, for the physical aspects of spiritual training such as isolation, diving, and immersion in cold water (Jilek 1974: 39; Peterson 1990: 49) . Cold-water bathing in isolated places is an important component of Coast Salish spiritual training (George : 2711 . The ethnographic data shows that certain rock formations in Indian Arm are associated with oral traditions (such as sxwoxwiyam) and conducive to spiritual training, thus remaining significant parts of the cultural landscape.
The oral histories associated with sxwoxwiyam sites vary markedly from one another according to region-specific cultural narratives and moral lessons. While some sxwoxwiyam are marked with red paint, many are not, showing a selectivity in the types of places marked and, we argue, a practice attributable to site-specific qualities particular to the painter's motivation. Understanding the cultural (or social) relationship between the geomorphology and rock painting is thus key to interpretation (Bahn 2010: 137-60) .
Contact and Crisis
Although the timing of the first epidemics on the Northwest Coast is a matter of debate (see Campbell 1990 : 2), scholars have documented the historical epidemics of the late eighteenth century in this area (Boyd 1990 (Boyd , 1999 Harris 1994) . Eric Jones (2014) has provided the finest resolution of the relentless movement of smallpox across the North American continent and the rapidity of its spread after 1690. Whereas Burrard Inlet was densely populated in centuries prior to European contact (AD 1792), the first smallpox epidemic, which occurred prior to direct contact around 1782, We heard about it [European presence] a long time and we got sick even before we saw the first ship -smallpox in the late 1780's. We got really sick. Then about 20 years after that, rather, the first ship came in and our elders were so excited to go down and see these people that were really fair and they got down there and the people were darker than us. They were Spanish. And then the second wave of smallpox came and they estimate our people about 10,000, 12,000 people -some numbers go as high as 15,000. After the second wave of smallpox there's a -it's a minor argument -somewhere between about 16 and 28 people survived (George 2014: 3005-9 ).
The exact original population numbers may be hard to quantify, but the suddenness and scale of fatalities in this account leave no doubt regarding the relative effect on the local population. Many Tsleil-Waututh settlements that were occupied for many centuries prior ceased to be intensely occupied after the epidemic (Morin 2015: 233-300) . In June 1792, when the British (Vancouver) and Spanish (Galiano and Valdez) expeditions entered Burrard Inlet, they encountered relatively few inhabitants (i.e., tens of people, not hundreds of people); they also did not specifically describe villages, indicating that people were not concentrated into towns (Bartroli 1997: 70-76; Wagner 1971 Wagner [1933 : 186-87). The decades after contact (1792-1840) were not a period of active colonization, but the indirect effects were notable as waves of European diseases continued to sweep the region (Boyd 1990: 135-48; Harris 1994) , with subsequent effects of population loss, movements, and displacement. Social destabilization from disease also generated increased raiding and warfare. Between 1800 and 1840, the Lekwiltok initiated a series of raids and counter-raids (Angelbeck and McLay 2011: 392-395, Galois 1994: 235) , and slightly later Haida began a series of raids from around 1840 to 1862. Additionally, between 1855 and 1860 disease once again swept through Burrard Inlet, and the Tsleil-Waututh were nearly annihilated (Lugg 1985: 25; Roy 2010: 4) . Mass graves of smallpox victims are described across the Coast Salish world (Carlson 2010: 94-96) and are reported at the ancestral Tsleil-Waututh village sites (Warner and Carlson 1976) . At the archaeological site of Tum-tumay-whueton, archaeologists interpret a mass burial to represent "probable plague victims whose time of death was in the middle 1800s" (Warner and Carlson 1976: 2) . These deaths then likely correspond to a second wave of epidemics associated with the relocation of a Tsleil-Waututh village from Tum-tumay-whueton to Sleil-Waututh (Indian Reserve No.3) around 1853-62 (Morin 2015: 197) .
Based on the number and size of roughly contemporaneous villages occupied in the centuries prior to contact, Morin (2015: 2) estimates a population of "several thousand" (minimally, *3,000) Tsleil-Waututh people. Compared to the earliest census of the Tsleil-Waututh community of thirty-nine people in 1876 (Blenkinsop 1876-77: 2), Morin's estimate indicates a population loss of 98.7 percent in less than a century. This would have been nothing short of a catastrophe. Much of this time period should be viewed as a time of unprecedented crisis for local Coast Salish peoples, with devastating impacts on society and the economy (Guilmet et al. 1991: 8-9 ). The psychological impact of losing 98.7 percent of one's kin is nearly impossible to imagine.The anxiety caused by living under regular threat of vicious raids in a depopulated land would have added to the historical trauma.
Acute crisis forced the political and spiritual leaders of these communities to draw on their cultural teachings and practices to find novel ways to confront and manage threats. Indeed, what else could they draw on? Some sources point to the failure of Coast Salish health practitioners in dealing with individual cases as part of "a general breakdown in the socio-cultural system in the face of the epidemic" (Guilmet et al. 1991: 2) . During this same time period, however, there emerged native "Dreamers," individuals who "died," visited the land of the dead, and returned to the land of the living to initiate proactive measures to negotiate change through demographic revitalization movements (Miller 1988: 175-85; Suttles 1957; Thornton 1986 ). Among Coast and Interior Salish, these individuals produced rock paintings as part of their strategic intervention (Arnett 2016: 377-79) . As discussed below, we argue that it is in this historical and cultural context that Tsleil-Waututh specialists created much, if not all, of the approximately thirty-six paintings found at fifteen known sites (sxwoxwiyam) on Indian Arm (see fig. 1 ).
Stl'aleqem Places
Lundy 's (1972: 20) rock art survey of Pitt Lake (about 20 kilometers east of Indian Arm) identified a group of rock painting locations (DiRp-1, 5, 6 and 11) on the west side of the lake which she associated with a direct reference from Simon Pierre's (a trained Katzie ritualist) epic Katzie account of Xa:ls (Jenness 1955: 10-34) . Here, Xa:ls, on his journey along the west side of Pitt Lake, setting the world in order, encountered a "large tribe of foolish 114 Chris Arnett and Jesse Morin people" without homes (Jenness 1955: 28) . Xa:ls questions them before taking action:
"That is not right," he answered, and as he raised his right hand he added: "You shall live under the water of this lake; and because you believe yourselves superior to all other people, you shall have power to kill men if they drink of the water you pollute. Only the Indians at the mouth of this lake you may not kill. Moreover, your customs shall be painted on this bluff as a warning to those who come hereafter." They disappeared under the water of the lake and polluted it, so that any person except an Indian from the mouth of the lake who drinks the water in this place dies within an hour or two. You may still see the paintings that portray their customs, high up on the face of the bluff (Jenness 1955: 28, emphasis added).
In other stories Xa:ls employs the red paint and its magical properties to immobilize enemies, but here the context is different. Xa:ls creates the stl'aleqem of the place, yet there is no direct reference to him making the paintings. He only proclaims that "your customs shall be painted on this bluff as a warning to those who come after." Another account from Harrison Lake describes how the Transformer turns an "evil shaman" to stone "whereupon men might paint" (Maud 1978: 38) . In both instances the association of the paintings communicating the presence of deadly supernatural power, or stl'aleqem, at a sxwoxwiyam site created by Xa:ls, is made explicit.
Among the Coast Salish, a stl'aleqem is "something dangerous, fierce, powerful" (Hukari and Peter 1995: 76, 84) . They are always associated with specific places and water (Duff 1952: 117-19; McHalsie 2007: 127) . McHalsie, a noted Sto:lo oral historian, associates lower Fraser River stl'aleqem with the training of shxwla:m, or Indian doctors, and the identification of family territories. McHalsie (2007:127) writes: "Where there's a stl'aleqem there will be a place where people who want to become shxwla:m, or Indian doctors, can go train." Coast Salish elders clarified the relationship between the two: Shxwla:ms don't get their power from the stl'aleqem. . . . They get their power from being able to be there. With the stl'aleqem. Being able to be there and pay respect to the stl'aleqem, you know, not interfering with it but being there. So wherever there's a stl'aleqem, shxwla:ms would go to train and would interact with the stl'aleqem, not get their power from the stl'alequm but from the fact that they're able to be there and to co-exist with it. They get their power from that. (McHalsie 2007:127) In effect, they get power to overcome extreme fear and danger. Stl'aleqem sites also possess a territorial component: "There's a relationship that seems to be established between the local family and their family-owned site and a stl'aleqem. A stl'aleqem protects their family-owned site. It's a spiritual protection of that site and family resources" (McHalsie 2007: 128) . Of course, family resources include physical as well as spiritual entities.
Stl'aleqem take on a variety of forms, but a common manifestation was in the Say Nuth Kway (Tsleil-Waututh), ai:lhqey (Halkomelem), siin'lhqui (Hulquminum'), or sahnoski (Squamish), the names given to a powerful snake-like being often, but not exclusively, having two heads (see fig. 6 ; Duff 1952: 118; McHalsie 2007: 128-29; Van Eijk 2001: 183; Wells 1966: 26) . These beings have awesome powers with equal potential to empower or destroy, but they could also be syulu (guardian spirit powers) that give power exclusively to shxwla:m (Barnett 1955: 147) . People who encounter these beings without the proper training became xo:li:s, contorted and twisted, bleeding from every orifice, and die (Barnett 1955: 147; McHalsie 2007: 128) . However, despite their power to kill, stl'aleqem facilitated the acquisition of extraordinary power by Indian doctors/ shamans (shxwla:m), who used their power for the collective benefit (McHalsie 2007: 126-29) . Anthropologist Bernhard Stern worked with the Lummi Coast Salish in the 1930s, and his account of what he learned provides an excellent description of the training at places where stl'aleqem are found -places very similar in description to the locations of rock art sites in Indian Arm.
If the youth sees or hears unusual things he will remain at a lake or stream for days and dive to the very bottom seeking that spirit which will make him a great man in wealth or skill. Deep in the waters is the home of spirits who can transform themselves into diverse shapes. The most important of these spirits is Sinetlqi [si:lhqey], the spirit who can adopt varied forms such as that of a serpent, a mallard duck, a short log or a two-headed lizard. . . . He then makes further preparations by more rigid training and dives down into the water again at that place, acting as if he feared nothing and were merely going to his own home. When he reaches the home of the spirit, he usually faints from excitement and exhaustion. While he is in the swoon, the spirit speaks to him and grants him the gift he deserves or advises him where to go to seek the spirit suited to his ambitions. He takes whatever instruction, advice or gift the spirit offers and goes forth seeking deep experience 116 Chris Arnett and Jesse Morin from other spirits. The youth acquiring the friendship of Sinetlqi usually becomes a great medicine man. (Stern 1934: 19) Comparable locations in Indian Arm and elsewhere in the Salish world are places deliberately sought out by people training to be shxwla:m (McHalsie 2007: 126-12; Van Eijk 2001: 183) . Just north of a cluster of paintings in Indian Arm is a waterfall called Silver Falls, which is known to Tsleil-Waututh as Skalkemstak (skalkem * stl'aleqem) (Morin 2015: 55) . In the Sechelt territories north of Tsleil-Waututh, rock paintings also mark sxwoxwiyam and other places where young men trained to be ritualists in the presence of stl'aleqem (Peterson 1990: 119) . Given the oral traditions associated with the production of rock art on Pitt Lake and elsewhere and the similar physical geology of training places, we suggest that the TsleilWaututh rock paintings of Indian Arm also mark places associated with stl'aleqem-beings essential to the training of shxwla:m.
The Say Nuth Kway of Indian Arm
There is a well-known oral tradition in Indian Arm that describes exactly the relationship between the first smallpox epidemics, the stl'aleqem, and the shxwlwa:m, whose training is essential to the defeat of the monster, and the demographic revitalization of Tsleil-Wauth. As Gabriel George (2014: 2859), a Tsleil-Waututh shxwla:m powerfully stated, "There was a doubleheaded serpent [Say Nuth Kway stl'aleqem] that was stuck in the saltwater near Tum-tumay-whueton. He was stuck there. And one head, they said, represented disease and the other head represented famine."
In the most complete account of the Say Nuth Kway narrative, the serpent appears shortly before "the people all died of smallpox. Everybody died -just a few left -a girl and a boy -an old man and his niece, a young girl" (Wells 1966: 27) . Placing one head on either side of Indian Arm, the Say Nuth Kway effectively blocks access, preventing the passage of salmon and people and killing everything that comes near. The surviving TsleilWaututh raise the young male and train him over many years to become the powerful shxwla:m who eventually kills the serpent. The Say Nuth Kway stla'aleqem itself provides the instructions for its own demise, enabling, as Wells (1966: 16) put it, "the dream of acquiring the 'Power' through discipline and hardship" to overcome the overwhelming. This oral history emphasizes the importance of specialized spiritual training in the context of a social emergency and, with the removal of the obstacle, the eventual success of demographic revitalization.
In other versions of this oral history, the double-headed serpent known as Say Nuth Kway is associated with war, famine, and the coming of Xwuylatum ("Europeans") (Johnson 1911; Talbot 1952: 2-5; Thornton 1947: 171-72) . The stories describe similar culturally appropriate proactive responses to social danger.
Oral traditions reveal core cultural values that may take shape in historical events (Carlson 2010: 27-28 ). At least on one level, the TsleilWaututh Say Nuth Kway stories can be seen as ancient narratives of resistance and resilience to destructive powerful forces signified in the various stories by the calamities of floods, tribal wars, and Europeanintroduced plagues. When the first train arrived in Burrard Inlet in 1886 in the heart of Tsleil-Waututh territory, heralding further unprecedented changes, the people of the inlet immediately saw the long black train as analogous to the Say Nuth Kway (Mathews 1955: 206) . Today, modern Tsleil-Waututh people invoke their past conquering of the Say Nuth Kway with their current legal battle with a major bitumen pipeline and port proposed for their territory: "That two headed serpent that SAN-OS-KY it was a great threat to our people in the same way that the Transmountain Expansion Pipeline Project is a threat to our people" (George-Wilson 2014: 96) .
Scholars and natives alike consider the Say Nuth Kway story as an ancient template capable of integrating current events. While the mention of smallpox is evidence of an early or postcontact setting, the story is based in practices associated with the training of shxwla:m. Tsleil-Waututh and Squamish narratives of the siilquey describe the training of shxwla:m as a necessary proactive response to disasters. Because of their specialist training in healing and other activities to benefit the collective, shxwla:m are absolutely essential to cultural survival (Miller 1988: 189-95) . That Say Nuth Kway stories would be employed in responding to the late eighteenthand early nineteenth-century demographic collapse of the Tsleil-Waututh makes sense.
An important part of the cultural landscape in the Say Nuth Kway narratives is Buntzen Lake, located inland east of Indian Arm. In the nineteenth century, this lake was known as Tamanous Lake, tamanos being Chinook jargon for anything supernatural, but syulu (guardian spirit power) in particular (Lee and Frost 1844: 163; Shaw 1909: 24) . The lake is intimately connected to oral history as the place where the Say Nuth Kway perished after being fatally wounded on Indian Arm, slithering up the cliff, and sliding into the lake where its spiritual power would ever after reside (Thornton 1966: 171-72) . Tsleil-Waututh people indicate that the skeleton of Say Nuth Kway is still located in Buntzen Lake, imbuing it with spiritual 118 Chris Arnett and Jesse Morin power. Buntzen Lake is still significant to the spiritual training of TsleilWaututh women (Wells 1966: 27) . In all of the narratives, while the young man is training to defeat the serpent, his sister or his future wife is also training: "At that time the boy goes away, there was a young lady that trained-and went up to, that lake . . . when nobody knew. She was searching for her power so she would be ready to marry that boy when he came home again" (ibid.). In 1881, while canoeing up the inlet, W. W. Walkem experienced firsthand the significance of the inlet for inhabitants of the area, in this case a woman undergoing spiritual training:
Thirty-three years ago I had to go to the head of the north arm to see a sick logger. I had hired Big Footed George of Seymour Creek to take me there. As we approached the shore line beneath Temenwos Lake, now called Lake Beautiful, one of these howlers broke out with her dismal lament. George would go no further. He was afraid of the spirits of the lake above. He turned the canoe, notwithstanding my protests, and fled swiftly away towards his home on Seymour Creek. I had to engage a white man to take me up next day (Walkem 1914: 99) . Walkem (1914: 99) explains that the individual training to be an Indian doctor was "to take to the woods and find some isolated lonely spot, either on some mountain top or by the waters of some lake, where his cries to his 'temen-wos' will not be heard by human ears." The earlier name that Walkem recorded for the lake, "Temenwos" (tamanos), further corroborates the cultural significance of the lake in Tsleil-Waututh narratives, where it is identified both as the place where the Say Nuth Kway disappeared and as a place for a woman to access "her power" (Wells 1966: 27) .
None of the narratives mention rock painting, but one of the few recorded ethnographic references to the Indian Arm paintings documents a spatial relationship between the Say Nuth Kway story and the rock paintings in this area of Indian Arm. In reference to a discussion of "serpents" in Burrard Inlet, a Squamish chief, Joe Mathias Capilano, stated that the last one "was killed by a powerful man . . . in front of the BC Electric power station where then water comes down from Lake Beautiful; the paint put by the Indians on the opposite shore is still there yet, I think" (Matthews 1955: 408; Lake Beautiful is another former name of Buntzen Lake). Fully 71 percent of the Indian Arm rock painting sites are located in the general area of the inlet where the events in the story took place, following the epidemic that wiped out Tum-tumay-whueton, which suggests a direct connection between the story of the serpent and the rock paintings in the inlet below and directly west of Buntzen Lake (see fig. 6 ). The historicized plague-era ethnographic accounts of spiritual training embodied in the Say Nuth Kway stl'aleqem narrative, the lake, and the largest concentration of rock paintings on the inlet demonstrates the long-term Tsleil-Waututh relationship between culturally significant places and spiritual practices in this part of their territory.
Paint/Tumulh
To explore how these paintings appeared where they are requires an understanding of practices associated with the use of tumulh, or red ocher, in the context of historical events. For the Salish people, tumulh is a sacred substance, a combination of elements that represents blood (White 2004: 41) and, as such, is considered the "friend of all guardian spirits" (Jenness 1955: 41) . It was procured from special quarries and prepared according to different recipes (Arnett 2016: 239-52; Barnett 1955: 129; Jenness 1955: 37-39; Teit n.d. [1918] : 2). The practice of rock painting is related to Salish beliefs regarding s'uylu syuwun (vision/song) and the use of tumulh in rituals is associated with protection and healing. Certain Hunq'imnum-and Squamish-speaking ritualists are trained in the use of red paint and the words or song (syuwun) used with the painting (Arnett 2016: 397-99; Barnett 1955: 145; Suttles 1987: 104) . Ritualists had their own sets of painting patterns given to them by their s'uylu syuwun which they used in their curing practices (Jenness 1955: 38) . The imagery itself, as is characteristic of much Salish "art," is ambiguous and only hints at the source of inspiration (Bierwert 1999: 169; Suttles 1983: 87) . The meanings of these images would only be known to the ritualist who chose the appropriate design and applied it to the person's body. Painting landforms with red ocher paint is another extension of this cultural practice -a deliberate act by trained specialists interacting with another "body," in this case the surface of a geological formation (a stone person) or sxwoxwiyam.
Coast Salish material culture dealing with spiritual matters is secretive and presents a deliberate ambiguity of representation lest guardian spirit powers (syulu) be revealed, thus endangering the lives of people (Amoss 1977; Lewis 1970: 23; Mohs 1987: v) . In this context, paintings of red ocher, as representations of spirit powers, constituted a socially prescribed restricted activity by specialists. Such imagery (and the powers they represent) were displayed in exceptional circumstances, some life-threatening, in the practice of snuwyulh, or cultural teachings (Suttles 1983: 131) . The painting, on account of its association with s'uylu and syuwun, would only be used in situations of social emergency where protective and healing methods were required. The activity was part of the responsibility and province of shxwla:m.
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Each painting found at a Coast Salish rock painting site is unique, with specific attributes that distinguish it from others. Some of distinctiveness is due to the deliberate incorporation of unique rock surface features into the painting, but specific imagery may also be unique in the sense of its being proscribed but used on critical occasions and "owned" by specific individuals. We suspect that in Indian Arm many of the locations and the imagery found at them were associated with specific family lineages, as Tsleil-Waututh elders have told us (see also McHalsie 2007: 129; Suttles 1951: 56) . If this was the case, then the specific stl'aleqem and the painting patterns given by them would be akin to lineage-held property and display family prerogatives such as the knowledge of beings whose customs were painted for "those who come hereafter."
Our study suggests that the production of rock paintings in Indian Arm occurred during a period when the Tsleil-Waututh population of the inlet dropped from several thousand people to several dozen survivors. While no Tsleil-Waututh rock paintings have been directly dated, archaeological research at similar sites in neighboring territories indicate that red-ocher rock paintings were produced within the past two centuries (Arnett 2016; Boreson 1974; Gordon 2010) . Because red-ocher art was a ritual response to social crises, scholars contend that many of the red-ocher rock paintings visible in Salish territories today, while part of an ancient practice, were proactive responses to the broad social and environmental upheaval over the past few centuries (Arnett 2016: 391; Miller 1988; Thornton 1986 ). Coast Salish rock painting was part of crisis management and cultural survival. The production of this art occurred during a crisis of population decrease and can be understood as part of demographic revitalization strategies envisioned by Tsleil-Waututh ritualists. The paintings themselves are concentrated in an area associated with a sxwoxwiyam that also deals with the central theme of demographic revitalization through spiritual training in the wake of smallpox devastation and its aftereffects.
As the population slowly increased and people used the land as they always had, Tsleil-Waututh people who canoed along Indian Arm would have plainly noticed-as people do today -the remarkable rock formations and the rock paintings associated with them. Undoubtedly, they would have occasionally paused to recall or discuss the oral histories associated with each of these important places. In this context, even those people who were not personally involved in creating the rock paintings at these important places would be regularly exposed to the sites and would hold a body of knowledge about them. In keeping with Coast Salish tradition, much of this knowledge remains secret.
Conclusion
In this article we have described the specific historical and cultural context of rock art production in the territory of one Coast Salish group. In doing so, we have avoided interpretation of the individual rock paintings, and suggest that such interpretations are best left with the descent community. Instead, we used an approach that considers the local cultural, spatial, and temporal contexts of rock art production. Local ethnographies, comparative archaeology, oral traditions, and cultural practice associated with redocher paint suggest that the rock paintings of Indian Arm were made in response to the demographic disaster brought on by smallpox and warfare. In the wake of this disaster, certain places were marked with protective culturally significant tumulh by shxwla:m as part of a culturally prescribed ritual interaction with the site. At the same time, the physical marking preserved knowledge of the place for future generations. We suggest that these paintings mark distinctive places (sxwoxwiyam) inhabited nearby by supernatural creatures (stla'leqem) important to the training of shxwla:m. Rock painting verifies the location of these sxwoxwiyam even though other cultural traces, such as place names and oral narratives, may have disappeared. The rock paintings of Indian Arm, whatever the specific meaning of the imagery, are best understood in terms of marking culturally significant places in the Tsleil-Waututh landscape so that future generations might know their significance.
